Bank details required for receiving transfers in US dollars (the transfer can be sent via any of these banks)

**Correspondent bank:**
Raiffeisen Bank International AG  
Address: Am Stadtpark 9, 1030 Vienna, Austria  
SWIFT (BIC): RZBAATWW

**Beneficiary bank:**
ACBA BANK OJSC  
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22  
correspondent account n. 070-55.083.711 (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

**Beneficiary name:**
**Beneficiary account number:**

*USD Intermediary for Raiffeisen Bank International AG (RZBAATWW) is Standard Chartered Bank, New York, USA (SCBLUS33)***

**OR**

**Correspondent bank:**
JSC Bank of Georgia  
Address: 29a Gagarin Street, 0160 Tbilisi, Georgia  
SWIFT (BIC): BAGAGE22

**Beneficiary bank:**
ACBA BANK OJSC  
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22  
correspondent account n. GE18BG0000000037710400 (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

**Beneficiary name:**
**Beneficiary account number:**

*(USD Intermediary for JSC Bank of Georgia (BAGAGE22) is CITIBANK N.A., New York, USA (CITIUS33))***

**OR**

**Correspondent bank:**
ALFA-BANK  
Address: Kalanchevskaya Street 27 107078 Moscow, Russia  
SWIFT (BIC): ALFARUMM
Beneficiary bank:
ACBA BANK OJSC
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22
correspondent account n. 301184030000000062 (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

Beneficiary name:
Beneficiary account number:

*(USD Intermediary for ALFA-BANK (ALFARUMM) is The Bank of New York Mellon, New York, USA (IRVTUS3N))*

ACBA BANK OJSC
Tel: (37410) 31-88-88
Address: 82-84 Arami St. Yerevan 0002, Armenia
E-mail: transfers@acba.am, acba@acba.am
www.acba.am
Bank details required for receiving transfers in Euros (the transfer can be sent via any of these banks)

**Correspondent bank:**
Commerzbank, AG  
Address: 60261 Frankfurt am Main, Germany  
SWIFT (BIC): COBADEFF

**Beneficiary bank:**
ACBA BANK OJSC  
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22  
Correspondent account: 400888012200 (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

**Beneficiary name:**
Beneficiary account number* : AM

**OR**

**Correspondent bank:**
CREDIT AGRICOLE S.A., FRANCE  
Address: 12 Place des Etats-Unis, Montrouge Cedex, 92120 Montrouge, Dept 92, France  
SWIFT (BIC): AGRIFRPP

**Beneficiary bank:**
ACBA BANK OJSC  
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22  
Correspondent account: 2014159000 (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

**Beneficiary name:**
Beneficiary account number* : AM

**OR**

**Correspondent bank:**
Raiffeisen Bank International AG  
Address: Am Stadtpark 9, 1030 Vienna, Austria  
SWIFT (BIC): RZBAATWW

**Beneficiary bank:**
ACBA BANK OJSC  
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22  
correspondent account n. 001-55.083.711 (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

**Beneficiary name:**
Beneficiary account number * : AM

* IBAN is not a standard in Armenia, please use the Beneficiary account number and SWIFT (BIC)
Bank details required for receiving transfers in Swiss francs (CHF)

**Correspondent bank:**
CREDIT AGRICOLE (SUISSE) SA, Geneva
Address: quai General Guisan 4, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland
SWIFT (BIC): AGRICHGXXX

**Beneficiary bank:**
ACBA BANK OJSC
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22
correspondent account n. CH39 0874 1020 0733 7000 1 CHF (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

**Beneficiary name:**

**Beneficiary account number:**

**IBAN is not a standard in Armenia, please use the Beneficiary account number and SWIFT (BIC)**

ACBA BANK OJSC
Tel: (37410) 31-88-88
Address: 82-84 Arami St. Yerevan 0002, Armenia
E-mail: transfers@acba.am, acba@acba.am
www.acba.am
Bank details required for receiving transfers in Russian Rubles

Банк-корреспондент
Сбербанк России
Москва, Россия
Москва, 117997, ул. Вавилова 19
БИК: 044525225
К/С: 30101810400000000225
ИНН: 7707083893
SWIFT: SABRRUMM012

Банк получателя:
АКБА БАНК ОАО
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22
корреспондентский счет в Сбербанке России: 30111810280000000521

Получатель:
Номер счета получателя:

ACBA BANK OJSC
Tel: (37410) 31-88-88
Address: 82-84 Arami St. Yerevan 0002, Armenia
E-mail: transfers@acba.am, acba@acba.am
www.acba.am
Bank details required for receiving transfers in Great Britain pounds

**Correspondent bank:**
Commerzbank, AG
Address: 60261 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
SWIFT (BIC): COBADEFF

**Beneficiary bank:**
ACBA BANK OJSC
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22
Correspondent account: 400888012200 GBP (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

**Beneficiary's name:**

**Beneficiary account number:**

*IBAN is not a standard in Armenia, please use the Beneficiary account number and SWIFT (BIC)*

ACBA BANK OJSC
Tel: (37410) 31-88-88
Address: 82-84 Arami St. Yerevan 0002, Armenia
E-mail: transfers@acba.am, acba@acba.am
www.acba.am
Bank details required for receiving transfers in Georgian Lari (GEL) (the transfer can be sent via any of these banks)

**Correspondent bank:**
TBC BANK, TBILISI GEORGIA  
Address: 7 Marjanishvili Str, 0102 Tbilisi, Georgia  
SWIFT (BIC): TBCBGE22

**Beneficiary bank:**
ACBA BANK OJSC  
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22  
correspondent account n. GE72TB706135020000106 (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

**Beneficiary name:**  
**Beneficiary account number:**

OR

**Correspondent bank:**
JSC Bank of Georgia  
Address: 29a Gagarin Street, 0160 Tbilisi, Georgia  
SWIFT (BIC): BAGAGE22

**Beneficiary bank:**
ACBA BANK OJSC  
SWIFT (BIC): AGCAAM22  
correspondent account n. GE18BG00000037710400 (DO NOT use as beneficiary account number)

**Beneficiary name:**  
**Beneficiary account number:**

ACBA BANK OJSC  
Tel: (37410) 31-88-88  
Address: 82-84 Arami St. Yerevan 0002, Armenia  
E-mail: transfers@acba.am, acba@acba.am  
www.acba.am